Microbeads and hollow microcapsules obtained by self-assembly of pickering magneto-responsive cellulose nanocrystals.
Cellulose microbeads can be used as immobilization supports. We report on the design and preparation of magneto-responsive cellulose microbeads and microcapsules by self-assembled shells of cellulose nanocrystals (CNC) carrying magnetic CoFe2O4 nanoparticles, that is, a mixture of isotropic and anisotropic nanomaterials. The magnetic CNCs formed a structured layer, a mesh, consisting of CNCs and magnetic particles bound together on the surface of distinct droplets of hexadecane and styrene dispersed in water. Because of the presence of CNCs the highly crystalline mesh was targeted to provide an improved barrier property of the microbead shell compared to neat polymer shells, while the magnetic particles provided the magnetic response. In situ polymerization of the styrene phase led to the formation of solid microbeads (∼8 μm diameter) consisting of polystyrene (PS) cores encapsulated in the magnetic CNC shells (shell-to-core mass ratio of 4:96). The obtained solid microbeads were ferromagnetic (saturation magnetization of ∼60 emu per gram of the magnetic phase). The magnetic functionality enables easy separation of substances immobilized on the beads. Such a functionality was tested in removal of a dye from water. The microbeads were further utilized to synthesize hollow microcapsules by solubilization of the PS core. The CNC-based, magneto-responsive solid microbeads and hollow microcapsules were characterized by electron microscopy (morphology), X-ray diffraction (phase composition), and magnetometry (magnetic properties). Such hybrid systems can be used in the design of materials and devices for application in colloidal stabilization, concentration, separation, and delivery, among others.